
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of talent sourcing
specialist. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for talent sourcing specialist

Be the "expert in Social Media recruitment", by working your way through a
series of trainings and self-development opportunities that would empower
you to better use, promote & develop this knowledge in the organization
Be the image of the company in front of candidates, by checking all Social
Media ads and make sure they are correct, clean of acronyms, attractive for
candidates, consistent in design and look, while also keeping a constant
communication with candidates throughout the stages of the recruitment
process
Support the implementation and development of the Graduate Sales
Program, including the management of the advertisements for the program
on Social Media sites, dedicated graduate sites, university job boards and the
proactive search of fresh graduates to whom to propose the program, while
also providing support in screening CVs, setting the interviews and running
phone screenings
Develop internal solutions integrating social media and other methods to
achieve forecasted resource demand
Source candidates through a variety of search methods (online sourcing and
networking through social media, internal database, job boards, user groups,
company targets, referrals )
Receive and process employment enquiries, always mindful of facilitating a
good candidate experience
Work on special projects as assigned to enhance recruitment process and
employer branding
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demand by fully exploiting all sourcing channels
Build relationships in TA, HR and your aligned functions to engage and
influence and deliver market intelligence, acting as a talent specialist and
thought leader with respect to the external market
Contribute to optimisation of direct sourcing tools, pipelined candidates and
talent pools as part of the overall sourcing and attraction delivery model to
ensure the best ROI

Qualifications for talent sourcing specialist

Experience in at least two areas of talent attraction, strategic sourcing,
assessment and selection activities preferred
Managing and presenting data in Microsoft Excel and PowerPoint is preferred
Understands how to construct complex Boolean queries to drive search
results
Experience working with recruiting techniques and employment policies and
procedures
Ability to manage multiple search requests and clients simultaneously
Knowledge of any major Applicant Tracking System


